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We present three main results. The first two provide sufficient conditions in order
that a planar polynomial vector field in C2 has a rational first integral, and the
third one studies the number of multiple points that an invariant algebraic curve of
degree n of a planar polynomial vector field of degree m can have in function of m
and n.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
By definition a complex planar polynomial differential system or simply a
polynomial system will be a differential system of the form
dx
dt
=x* = p(x, y),
dy
dt
= y* =q(x, y), (1)
where the dependent variables x and y are complex, the independent one
(the time) t is real, and p and q are polynomials in the variables x and y
with complex coefficients. In all this paper m=max[deg p, deg q] will
denote the degree of the polynomial system.
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Let
X= p(x, y)

x
+q(x, y)

y
(2)
be the planar polynomial vector field of degree m associated to system (1).
Suppose that system (1) has a trajectory (not a singular point) whose
path is described by an algebraic curve. That is, it lies within the zero set
of a polynomial, f (x, y)=0. It is clear that the derivative of f with respect
to time will not change along the curve f =0. Since this derivative can be
expressed as a polynomial in x and y which vanishes on f =0, we are lead
directly to the equation
df
dt
=
f
x
p+
f
y
q=kf,
where k must be a polynomial in x and y of degree at most m&1, called
the cofactor of f =0. We shall also write this as
Xf =kf. (3)
Conversely, given a polynomial f which satisfies (3), it is easy to see that
its zero set must be composed of trajectories of (1). We call a polynomial
solution of (3) an invariant algebraic curve of (1).
In 1878 Darboux [9] showed how can be constructed the first integrals
of planar polynomial vector fields possessing sufficient invariant algebraic
curves. In particular, he proved that if a planar polynomial vector field in
C2 of degree m has at least [m(m+1)2]+1 invariant algebraic curves,
then it has a first integral, which has an easy expression in function of the
invariant algebraic curves. Poincare in [13] started the study of the exist-
ence of rational first integrals for the planar polynomial vector fields.
Jouanolou [11] in 1979 (see also Singer [16]) shows that if the number
of invariant algebraic curves of a planar polynomial vector field of degree
m is at least [m(m+1)2]+2, then the vector field has a rational first
integral, and consequently all its solutions are invariant algebraic curves.
The results of Darboux and Jouanolou can be improved if we take into
account the exponential factors (see Section 4 and [6, 8] for more details
and proofs) and the independent singular points (see [5]). For more
details and results on Darboux theory of integration for planar polynomial
vector fields, see [1, 6, 7, 8, 15]. If the reader wants to understand better
what kind of integrals can be obtained using the Darboux method, he must
see the good papers of Prelle and Singer [14] and Singer [16].
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In another context we must mention the good extentions of the Darboux
method to dimension larger than 2 for differential polynomial vector fields
on kn being k a differential field of zero characteristic, see for instance [17]
and the references quoted there; or extentions to algebraic Pfaff equations,
see [11].
In this paper we present two theorems that provide sufficient conditions
in order that a planar polynomial vector field has a rational first integral
(see Theorems 1 and 5), and a third theorem that studies the number of
multiple points that an invariant algebraic curve of degree n of a planar
polynomial vector field of degree m can have in function of m and n (see
Theorem 3).
Theorem 5 is related with results of Christopher [6], Christopher and
Kooij [12] and Zholadek [18], see the ChristopherKooijZholadek
Theorem in Section 6.
In a different context we must mention the good results of Cerveau and
Lins Neto [4], Carnicer [3] and Campillo and Carnicer [2] about the
relationships between m and n, where n is the degree of an invariant
algebraic curve of a planar polynomial vector field of degree m.
The paper is organized as follows. After the work of Darboux the natural
space for working with the invariant algebraic curves is the complex projec-
tive plane CP2. Thus in Section 2 we introduce the projectivization of a
polynomial vector field in C2, i.e. homogeneous polynomial vector fields in
CP2. Basic results about the singular points of these last vector fields are
presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we state the main results of Darboux
theory of integrability that we will use later on. Theorem 1 providing the
first set of sufficient conditions in order that a polynomial vector field has
a rational first integral is proved in Section 5. The other main results,
Theorems 3, 5 and 6, are proved in Section 6.
2. PROJECTIVIZATION OF POLYNOMIAL
VECTOR FIELDS IN C2
Following to Darboux we will work in the complex projective plane
CP2. Let P, Q and R be homogeneous polynomials of degree m+1 in the
complex variables X, Y and Z. We say that the homogeneous 1form
|=PdX+QdY+RdZ
of degree m+1 is projective if XP+YQ+ZR=0; that is, if there exist
three homogeneous polynomials L, M and N of degree m such that
P=ZM&YN, Q=XN&ZL, R=YL&XM ;
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or equivalently
(P, Q, R)=(L, M, N) 7 (X, Y, Z).
Then we can write
|=L(YdZ&ZdY)+M(ZdX&XdZ)+N(XdY&YdX). (4)
The triple (L, M, N) can be thought as a homogeneous polynomial line field
of CP2 of degree m, more specifically
X=L

X
+M

Y
+N

Z
, (5)
here X, Y and Z are the homogeneous coordinates of CP2.
If (L$, M$, N$) defines also |, i.e.
P=ZM$&YN$, Q=XN$&ZL$, R=YL$&XM$,
then
(M$&M) Z&(N$&N) Y=(N$&N) X&(L$&L) Z
=(L$&L) Y&(M$&M) X=0.
This implies that there exists a homogeneous polynomial H of degree m&1
such that
L$=L+XH, M$=M+YH, N$=N+ZH.
We note that if we choose
H=&
1
m+2 \
L
X
+
M
Y
+
N
Z+ ,
then
L$
X
+
M$
Y
+
N$
Z
=0, (6)
where we have used that
X
H
X
+Y
H
Y
+Z
H
Z
=(m&1) H,
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by the Euler Theorem applied to the homogeneous polynomial H of degree
m&1. The vector field
L$

X
+M$

Y
+N$

Z
,
satisfying (6) is called the Darboux’s normal form of the projective 1-form
|. In short the study of the projective 1-form |=PdX+QdY+RdZ of
degree m+1 is equivalent to the study of the homogeneous polynomial
vector fields (5) of degree m of CP2 satisfying (6). Here in this paper we do
not need to use the Darboux’s normal form.
Usually in the literature a projective 1-form | is called a Pfaff algebraic
form of degree m+1 of CP2, see for more details Jouanolou [11].
Let F(X, Y, Z) be a homogeneous polynomial. Then F=0 in CP2 is an
invariant algebraic curve of the vector field (5) if XF=KF for some
homogeneous polynomial K(X, Y, Z) of degree m&1, called the cofactor of F.
The polynomial vector field (2) of C2 of degree m, or equivalently the
differential system
dy
dx
=
q(x, y)
p(x, y)
,
or the 1-form
p(x, y) dy&q(x, y) dx=0,
can be thought in CP2 as the projective 1-form
Zm+2 _ p \XZ ,
Y
Z+
ZdY&YdZ
Z2
&q \XZ ,
Y
Z+
ZdX&XdZ
Z2 &=0
of degree m+1, where we have substituted x and y by XZ and YZ,
respectively.
Let P(X, Y, Z)=Zmp(XZ, YZ) and Q(X, Y, Z)=Zmq(XZ, YZ). Then
the last projective 1-form becomes
P(X, Y, Z)(YdZ&ZdY)+Q(X, Y, Z)(ZdX&XdZ)=0.
So the polynomial vector field (2) of C2 of degree m is equivalent to the
following particular homogeneous polynomial line field of CP2
X=P

X
+Q

Y
(7)
of degree m. This vector field is called the projectivization of the vector field (2).
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We remark that the projectivized vector field has the third component N
identically zero, and consequently the infinite straight line Z=0 of the pro-
jectivization of C2 is a solution of the projectivized vector field.
It is easy to verify that if f (x, y)=0 is an invariant algebraic curve of (2)
of degree n with cofactor k(x, y), then F(X, Y, Z)=Znf (XZ, YZ)=0
is an invariant algebraic curve of (7) with cofactor K(X, Y, Z)=
Zm&1k(XZ, YZ).
3. SINGULAR POINTS OF HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIAL
VECTOR FIELDS OF CP2
In this section we present arguments and results due to Darboux [9],
they will be basic for proving our results. First we recall some preliminary
definitions and results on planar algebraic curves in CP2.
Let F(X, Y, Z) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the
variables X, Y and Z and coeffiecients in C. Then F(X, Y, Z)=0 is an
algebraic curve of CP2. Let p=(X0 , Y0 , Z0) be a point of CP2. Since the
three coordinates of p cannot be zero, without loss of generality we can
assume that p=(0, 0, 1). Then suppose that the expression of F(X, Y, Z)
restricted to Z=1 is
F(X, Y, 1)=Fm(X, Y)+Fm+1(X, Y)+ } } } +Fn(X, Y),
where 0mn and Fj (X, Y) denotes a homogeneous polynomial of
degree j in the variables X and Y for j=m,..., n, with Fm different from the
zero polynomial. We say that m=mp(F ) is the multiplicity of the curve
F=0 at the point p. If m=0 then the point p does not belong to the curve
F=0. If m=1 we say that p is a simple point for the curve F=0. If m>1
we say that p is a multiple point. In particular p is a multiple point of F=0
if and only if
F
X
( p)=0,
F
Y
( p)=0,
F
Z
( p)=0.
Suppose that for m>0 we have that Fm=>ri=1L
ri
i where the L i are dif-
ferent straight lines, called tangent lines to F=0 at the point p, ri is the
multiplicity of the tangent line Li at p. For m>1 we say that p is an
ordinary multiple point if the multiplicity of all tangents at p is 1, otherwise
we say that p is a non-ordinary multiple point.
Let F=0 and G=0 be two algebraic curves and p a point of CP2. We
say that F=0 and G=0 intersect strictly at p, if F=0 and G=0 do not
have any common component which pass through p. We say that F=0
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and G=0 intersect tranversally at p if p is a simple point of F=0 and of
G=0, and the tangent to F=0 at p is distinct to the tangent to G=0 at
p. The proof of the following two theorems can be found in [10].
Intersection Number Theorem. There exists a unique multiplicity or
intersection number I( p, F & G) defined for all algebraic curves F=0 and
G=0 and for all point p of CP2 satisfying the following properties:
(i) I( p, F & G) is a nonnegative integer for all F, G and p when
F=0 and G=0 intersect strictly at p. I( p, F & G)= if F=0 and G=0 do
not intersect strictly at p.
(ii) I( p, F & G)=0 if and only if p is not a common point to F=0
and G=0. I( p, F & G) depends only on the components of F=0 and G=0
which pass through p.
(iii) If T is a change of coordinates and T( p)=q, then I(q, T(F ) &
T(G))=I( p, F & G).
(iv) I( p, F & G)=I( p, G & F ).
(v) I( p, F & G)mp(F ) mp(G), the equality holds if and only if F=0
and G=0 do not have common tangents at p.
(vi) I( p, F & G1G2)=I( p, F & G1)+I( p, F & G2).
(vii) I( p, F & G)=I( p, F & (G+AF)) for all homogeneous polynomial
A(X, Y, Z).
Bezout Theorem. Let F=0 and G=0 be two algebraic curves of CP2
of degrees r and s respectively without common components. Then
:
p
I ( p, F & G)=rs.
Let Fi=0, for i=1,..., s, be algebraic curves and p a point of CP2.
We define the multiplicity or number of intersection of the curves F1=
0,..., Fs=0 at p as
I\ p, ,
s
i=1
Fi+=dimC 0p (F1 , ..., Fs).
The singular points of a projective 1-form (4) of degree m+1 or of its
associated homogeneous polynomial vector field (5) of degree m are those
points where the tangent is not defined; that is, the points satisfying the
following system of equations
ZM&YN=0, XN&ZL=0, YL&XM=0. (8)
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In order to determine the number of singular points of a homogeneous
polynomial vector field (5) of degree m we will use the following result, see
a proof in [19].
Darboux Lemma. Let A, A$, B, B$, C and C$ be homogeneous polyno-
mials of CP2 in the variables X, Y and Z of degrees l, l $, m, m$, n and n$
respectively, verifying the identity AA$+BB$+CC$#0. Assume that the
curves A=0, B=0, C=0 and the curves A$=0, B$=0, C$=0 do not have
any common component, respectively. Then
:
p
I( p, A & B & C)+:
p
I( p, A$ & B$ & C$)
lmn+l $m$n$
*
,
where *=l+l $=m+m$=n+n$ if the above six curves have no common
solutions, the previous inequality becomes an equality.
Darboux Proposition 1. For any homogeneous polynomial vector field
(5) of degree m of CP2 having finitely many singular points we have that its
number of singular points taking into account their multiplicities or numbers
of intersection satisfies
:
p
I( p, (ZM&YN) & (XN&ZL) & (YL&XM))=m2+m+1.
Proof. Take A=ZM&YN, B=XN&ZL, C=YL&XM, A$=X,
B$=Y and C$=Z. Then AA$+BB$+CC$#0. Since there are no common
points to the curves A$=0, B$=0 and C$=0 it follows that
:
p
I ( p, A$ & B$ & C$)=0.
Therefore, from the Darboux Lemma we obtain
:
p
I ( p, A & B & C)=
(m+1)3+1
m+2
=m2+m+1. K
Darboux Proposition 2. Let f (x, y)=0 be an invariant algebraic curve
of degree n of the polynomial vector field (2). Then any multiple point of
F(X, Y, Z)=Znf (XZ, YZ)=0 is a singular point of its projectivization (7).
Proof. It is a consequence of the following two facts. First, F=0 is an
invariant algebraic curve of (7); and second the singular points of (7) are
the points where the tangent of the projective 1-form associated to (7) is
not defined. K
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4. DARBOUX THEORY OF INTEGRABILITY
In this section we only present the original Darboux results that we will
need later on.
The polynomial vector field X is integrable on an open subset V of C2
if there exists a nonconstant (multivalued) analytic function H: V  C,
called a first integral of the system on V, which is constant on all solution
curves (x(t), y(t)) of the vector field X on V; i.e. H(x(t), y(t))= constant
for all values of t for which the solution (x(t), y(t)) is defined on V. Clearly
H is a first integral of the vector field X on V if and only if XH=0 on V.
Darboux Theorem. Suppose that the planar polynomial vector field X
of degree m admits r invariant algebraic curves fi=0 with cofactors ki for
i=1,..., r.
(a) If there exist *i # C not all zero such that ri=1 *i ki=0, then the
(multivalued ) function f *11 } } } f
*r
r is a first integral of X.
(b) If r[m(m+1)2]+1, then there exist *i # C not all zero such
that ri=1* ik i=0.
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE
OF RATIONAL FIRST INTEGRALS
The next theorem provides sufficient conditions in order that a polyno-
mial vector field has a rational first integral.
Theorem 1. Let f (x, y)=0 be an invariant algebraic curve of degree
n>1 with cofactor k for the polynomial vector field
X= p(x, y)

x
+q(x, y)

y
of degree m>1. Assume that f (x, y)=0 is not a straight line and that k is
not identically zero. We define
P(X, Y, Z)=Zmp \XZ ,
Y
Z+ , Q(X, Y, Z)=Zmq \
X
Z
,
Y
Z+ ,
K(X, Y, Z)=Zm&1k \XZ ,
Y
Z+ .
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If m2 is the number of points solution of the system
nP&XK=0, nQ&YK=0, ZK=0, (9)
taken into account their multiplicities or numbers of intersection, then X has
a rational first integral.
Proof. Since m2 is the number of solutions of system (9), by using
Bezout Theorem it follows that the number of solutions of systems
nP&XK=0, nQ&YK=0, Z=0; (10)
and
P=0, Q=0, K=0; (11)
are m and m2&m respectively. We note that always we take into account
the number of solutions with their multiplicities.
We write
P(X, Y, Z)=p0Zm+ p1(X, Y) Zm&1+ } } } + pm(X, Y),
Q(X, Y, Z)=q0Zm+q1(X, Y) Zm&1+ } }+qm(X, Y),
K(X, Y, Z)=k0Zm&1+k1(X, Y) Zm&2+ } } } +km&1(X, Y),
where Ai (x, y) denotes a homogeneous polynomial of degree i and A #
[ p, q, k]. Then, for Z=0 system (10) becomes
npm(X, Y)&Xkm&1(X, Y)=0, nqm(X, Y)&Ykm&1(X, Y)=0.
Since this system of homogeneous polynomials of degree m in the variables
X and Y intersect at m points taking into account their multiplicities, there
exists a homogeneous polynomial A(X, Y) of degree m such that
pm(X, Y)=*1A(X, Y)+
1
n
Xkm&1(X, Y),
qm(X, Y)=*2A(X, Y)+
1
n
Ykm&1(X, Y),
where *1 , *2 # C are not zero.
The polynomial system associated to the vector field X can be written as
x* =p0+ p1(x, y)+ } } } + pm&1(x, y)+*1A(x, y)+
1
n
xkm&1(x, y)=P(x, y, 1),
y* =q0+q1(x, y)+ } }+qm&1(x, y)+*2A(x, y)+
1
n
ykm&1(x, y)=Q(x, y, 1),
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or equivalently
x* =p0+ p1+ } }+ pm&1&
1
n
x(k0+k1+ } } } km&2)+*1A+
1
n
xk,
y* =q0+q1+ } } } +qm&1&
1
n
y(k0+k1+ } } } km&2)+*2 A+
1
n
yk,
Since *21+*
2
2 {0 (otherwise system (10) does not have m intersection
points), without loss of generality we can assume that *1 {0. We change
from the variables (x, y) to the variables (x, z) where z=*2 x&*1 y. In the
new variables the second equation of the polynomial system goes over to
z* =*2 P(x, y, 1)&*1 Q(x, y, 1)=b(x, y)+
1
n
zk(x, y),
with y=(*2x&z)*1 and where
b(x, y)=*2( p0+ p1+ } }+ pm&1&
1
n
x(k0+k1+ } } } km&2))
&*1(q0+q1+ } } } +qm&1&
1
n
y(k0+k1+ } } } km&2)).
Since, from (11), the curves x* =P(x, y, 1)=0, y* =Q(x, y, 1)=0 and
K(x, y, 1)=k(x, y)=0 have m2&m intersection points taking into account
their multiplicities, it follows that the curves P(x, y, 1)=0, b(x, y)+
k(x, y) zn=0 and k(x, y)=0 have the same number of intersection points,
where y=(*2 x&z)*1 . Hence, the number of intersection points of the
curves b(x, y)=0 and k(x, y)=0 is at least m2&m points taking into
account their multiplicities. But, from Bezout Theorem, if these last two
curves do not have a common component, then they have (m&1)2
intersection points taking into account their multiplicities. Since
m2&m>(m&1)2 if m>1, it follows that the curves b=0 and k=0 have
a maximal common component c=0 of degree r1. Therefore, b=b c and
k=k c where b and k are polynomials of degree m&r&1.
From (9) the number of intersection points of the curves P(x, y, 1)=0
and Q(x, y, 1)=0 with k(x, y)=0 is maximal, i.e. m2&m, then the
number of intersection points of the curves P(x, y, 1)=0, Q(x, y, 1)=0
and k (x, y)=0 is m(m&r&1), and the number of intersection points of
the curves P(x, y, 1)=0, Q(x, y, 1)=0 and c(x, y)=0 is mr. Of course,
always we compute the number of intersection points taking into account
their multiplicities. Since the number of intersection points of the curves
P(x, y, 1)=0, b(x, y)+k(x, y) zn=0 and k (x, y)=0 is m(m&r&1), it
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follows that the number of intersection points of the curves b(x, y)=0 and
k (x, y)=0 is at least m(m&r&1). On the other hand, since the curves
b=0 and k =0 has no common components, by Bezout Theorem they
intersect at (m&1)(m&r&1) points taking into account their multi-
plicities. Hence, since m>1 and m(m&r&1)>(m&1)(m&r&1) except if
r=m&1, we have that r=m&1. Therefore b=ak with a # C. So,
z* =k(a+zn), and consequently z+an=*2x&*1 y+an=0 is an invariant
straight line with cofactor kn. Then, by statement (a) of Darboux
Theorem, we obtain that H= f (x, y)(*2x&*1y+an)&n is a rational first
integral of X. We note that since f =0 is different by a straight line, we
have that f{(*2 x&*1y+an)n, and consequently H is a first integral. K
Remark 2. From the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that any polyno-
mial vector field X in the assumptions of Theorem 1 has an invariant
straight line ax+by+c=0 such that a rational first integral of X is of the
form
f (x, y)
(ax+by+c)n
.
6. ON THE MULTIPLE POINTS OF AN
INVARIANT ALGEBRAIC CURVE
In this section we study the number of multiple points that an invariant
algebraic curve of degree n of a polynomial vector field of degree m must
have in function of m and n.
Theorem 3. Let f (x, y)=0 be an invariant algebraic curve of degree n
of the polynomial vector field
X= p(x, y)

x
+q(x, y)

y
of degree m with cofactor k. Assume that if
P(X, Y, Z)=Zmp \XZ ,
Y
Z+ , Q(X, Y, Z)=Zmq \
X
Z
,
Y
Z+ ,
K(X, Y, Z)=Zm&1k \XZ ,
Y
Z+ ,
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then
(1) the curves nP&XK=0, nQ&YK=0, ZK=0, do not have a com-
mon component, and
(2) the curve F(X, Y, Z)=Znf (XZ, YZ)=0 has finitely many
multiple points in CP2 taking into account their multiplicities, namely h.
Then
(n&1)(n&m&1)h.
Proof. Since F=0 is an invariant algebraic curve of (7) with cofactor
K we have that
F
X
P+
F
Y
Q=KF.
in CP2. By using Euler Theorem for the homogeneous function F of degree
n, this equation goes over to
F
X \P&
1
n
XK++FY \Q&
1
n
YK++FZ \&
1
n
ZK+=0. (12)
Now we take
A=
F
X
, B=
F
Y
, C=
F
Z
, A$=P&
1
n
XK,
B$=Q&
1
n
YK, C$=&
1
n
ZK,
and
h=:
p
I( p, A & B & C), h$=:
p
I( p, A$ & B$ & C$).
We note that by assumptions h and h$ are finite.
Since A, A$, B, B$, C and C$ satisfy equality (12), by Darboux Lemma
we obtain that
h+h$
m3+(n&1)3
m+n&1
=m2+(n&1)(n&m+1).
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By Bezout Theorem, the number of intersection points of the curves A$=0,
B$=0 and C$=0 is at most m2 taking into account their multiplicities; i.e.
h$m2. Therefore, h(n&1)(n&m&1), and the theorem is proved. K
The next result is immediate from Theorem 3.
Corollary 4. Let f (x, y)=0 be an irreducible invariant algebraic curve
of degree n without multiple points for the polynomial vector field X of
degree m. Then nm+1.
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, if f (x, y)=0 is
an invariant algebraic curve of degree n=m+1 for the polynomial vector
field X of degree m>1 such that its projectivization F(X, Y, Z)=
Znf (XZ, YZ)=0 has no multiple points, then X has a rational first
integral.
Proof. Using the same notation that in the proof of Theorem 3 we have
that h$=m2, because from the assumptions we have that n=m+1 and
h=0. Now, since we are in the hypotheses of Theorem 1 the statement of
the theorem follows. K
The result stated in Theorem 5 have some relationships with the follow-
ing one.
ChristopherKooijZholadek Theorem. Let fi=0 for i=1,..., q be
q irreducible algebraic curves in C2, and let k=qi=1 deg fi . We assume
(i) all the multiple points of fi=0 are double points (transversal
selfintersections),
(ii) the highest order terms of fi have no repeated factors,
(iii) no more than two curves meet at any point in the finite plane and
are not tangent at these points,
(iv) no two curves have a common factor in their highest order terms.
If m=k&1 then any polynomial vector field X of degree m tangent to all
fi=0 is of the form
X= :
q
i=1
: i \ >
q
j=1; j{i
f j+ Xfi ,
where :i # C and Xfi=(&f i y, f i x) is a Hamiltonian vector field.
Moreover, X has an integrating factor of the form ( f1 } } } fq) &1 and a first
integral of the form f :11 } } } f
:n
n .
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The last result of this paper is the following one.
Theorem 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, if f (x, y) is
irreducible in C[x, y] and all the multiple points of F(X, Y, Z)=0 are
double and ordinary, then n2m. Moreover, if n=2m then X has a rational
first integral.
Proof. We use the notation and the results introduced in the proof of
Theorem 3. Since every multiple point p of F(X, Y, Z)=0 is double and
ordinary, it follows that
I \ p, FX &
F
Y
&
F
Z+=1. (13)
If F=0 is an irreducible algebraic curve of degree n, we know that
:
p
1
2 mp(mp&1)
1
2 (n&1)(n&2), (14)
where p runs over the multiple points of F=0 and mp denotes the multi-
plicity of p, for a proof of this result see Section 4 of Chapter 5 of [10].
Since every multiple point p of F=0 is double, mp=2. If h is the number
of multiple points of F=0 taking into account their multiplicity, from (17)
and (18), it follows that h(n&1)(n&2)2. By Theorem 3, we have
(n&1)(n&m&1)h. Consequently
(n&1)(n&m&1) 12 (n&1)(n&2).
Hence n2m, and the first part of the theorem is proved.
Now we assume that n=2m. From the proof of Theorem 3 we have that
h+h$=m2+(n&1)(n&m&1)=m2+(2m&1)(m&1). Then since h
(n&1)(n&2)2=(2m&1)(m&1), we obtain that h$m2. But, by defini-
tion, h$m2. Hence, we are in the assumptions of Theorem 1, and conse-
quently X has a rational first integral. K
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